volunteers
Ocean Youth Trust South could
not transform the lives of young
people without our volunteers.
In 2011, Ocean Youth Trust South
became the first sailing charity
to receive The Queen’s Award
for Voluntary Service, equivalent
in status to the MBE. This was
presented to us by HRH The
Princess Royal.
We have around 120 active volunteers.

At sea
Some are trained and qualified to sail with young
people on board Prolific. Each year, around 80
volunteers between them give over 1,000 days to
sail on our voyages. Three in ten of our volunteer
sea staff were aged 25 or under. Young people
who do really well on a voyage may be invited
back to train as volunteers (which can mean years
of free sailing): those over 16 can sail as bosuns,
responsible for basic maintenance and safety
checks; those over 18 can train as watchleaders.
We provide extensive training to our volunteers.
This includes online courses in subjects ranging
from Child Protection to Food Hygiene, as well
as an annual shorebased training weekend which
covers topics ranging from GMDSS radio, first aid,
radar and diesel engines through to youthwork,
disability awareness and more.
Volunteers come from all walks of life. Young crew
members whose backgrounds have given them
limited horizons and low aspirations will meet up
to six or seven volunteers on any voyage – and
perhaps hear about jobs, activities and interests
they have never previously encountered.

On shore
Volunteers contribute well over 500 days of work
each year on the refit and maintenance of our
boats. Without them, this work would cost us tens
of thousands of pounds in labour.
Some volunteers provide invaluable work in the
office, helping with administration, processing
booking forms etc. Others help with fundraising,
researching grant opportunities and writing
applications. We have local support groups in West
Sussex, the Isle of Wight, the West Country and
Dorset. These groups help to raise money, promote
our work in their local area, and provide invaluable
assistance when Prolific visits their region.

“

“

The best thing about a voyage is watching
a young crew member change from
someone who may be withdrawn, afraid
to try new things and not even sure if
they want to be on the voyage at all
– becoming someone who is confident,
joining in with everything, making
new friends, and going home with a
certificate, determined to tell everyone
what a great time they have had – and
hopefully to come back some time!

”

I started sailing as a young person with the
Ocean Youth Trust when I was 14, and I’ve
been hooked ever since. Growing up with OYT
South, both personally and through the
different positions on the boat, I’ve learnt
an enormous amount about how to handle
myself in stressful situations as well as
learning about leadership. This has helped
me hugely to progress in my professional
life. During a pretty gruelling application
process to Google, I was asked “Give an
example of when you had to motivate a
group of people with low morale”. Needless
to say, this is a large part of what OYT
South does and I was able to pull together
a number of examples from my experience
to illustrate what I was saying. I now lead
an engineering team at Google and can
honestly say, OYT South has played a massive
role in getting me where I am today.

”

Emma Burrows, watchleader

Steve Lacey,
watchleader and professional youth worker
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